founded in 1931, became active in 1938. Its first head was the late Dr. George Burgess Magrath, Chief Medical Examiner of Suffolk County, Massachusetts. When he became emeritus, he was succeeded by Dr. Alan Richards Moritz, who in turn was succeeded in 1949 by Dr. Richard Ford, the present incumbent. The George Burgess Magrath Library of Legal Medicine, a part of the Department, was presented to Harvard in 1934. It contains some three thousand volumes at present, and is said to be the largest library entirely devoted to this subject in the United States or elsewhere.
Since Legal Medicine has been defined as "The application of medical knowledge and skill to the uses and purposes of the law," it is easily evident that there are many groups whose members would be interested in this subject and who could profit by its study. Some years ago, the writer was greatly surprised to learn that nowhere in America was Legal Medicine, as thus described, being taught. There was nowhere to go for the special training required by these groups. It was her good fortune at that time to be able to endow a Department of Legal Medicine at the Harvard Medical School, and to provide it with its library, and its success has more than justified her ambitions for it.
The purposes of the Department are twofold: Research into the causes of unexplained death, and the practical application and teaching of the results of that research to those who will use it throughout the land in the interests of science and justice. Its teaching is preeminently practical and has been made available to doctors, lawyers, coroners, and coroners' physicians, the police and members of the United States armed forces. A chief objective is to correlate the work of the public prosecutor, the medical investigator, and the law enforcement officer so that each may find his investigation easier, more efficient, and more accurate in its results. Some of the teaching tools especially developed for this department may be of interest. Collections are being established of plaster casts in natural color of heads, to illustrate peculiarities of certain types of injuries; targets showing, also by plaster casts in color, actual wounds made by various types of bullets and powders at certain set distances; mounted specimens, in various stages, of the insect life sometimes infesting human remains, and others of similar nature are under way. There already is a completed set of abortionist's instruments.
A collection of miniature models of scenes wherein an unexplained death has occurred, called "Nutshell Studies of Unexplained Death," perhaps require a somewhat fuller explanation. Since time and space are at a premium for the Seminars, and since visual studies of actual cases seem a most valuable teaching tool, some method of providing that means of study had to be found. The writer has for many years worked sporadically at miniatures, hence these presented themselves as the solution. Since 1944 these models have been under construction, and there are now nineteen completed and others nearly so. They are currently exhibited in a room especially built for them in the Department and are built on the scale of one inch to the foot. They vary in size from an 8" x 14" shack to a 30" square three-room dwelling. No effort has been spared to make every detail perfect and complete. No model [Vol. 42 attempts to actually reproduce the scene of any case, but everything demonstrated has actually happened, although not always under just the conditions shown. An effort has been made to illustrate not only the death that occurred, but the social and financial status of those involved, as well as their frame of mind at the time the death took place. Not all cases shown are crimes-some are accidents, some are deaths due to natural causes-some, because of inexpert or careless investigation, remain undetermined.
The Seminar students each have two of these models assigned to them to study and are given about an hour and a half for each model. Later during the course, they make a verbal report before the class and after some discussion, the point intended to be illustrated by each model is disclosed. It must be understood, these models are not "whodunits"-they cannot be solved merely by looking at them. They are intended to be an exercise in observing, interpreting, evaluating and reporting--there is no "solution" to be determined. One of the essentials in the study of these Nutshells is that the student should approach them with an open mnind-far too often the investigator "has a hunch," and looks for and finds only the evidence to support it, disregarding any other evidence that may be present. This attitude would be calamitous in investigating an actual case.
Believing firmly that the efficient policeman is an informed policeman, the writer has made every effort to provide the police students with the most modern and progressive scientific training possible to procure for them. The old days are gone-the days when "brogue and brawn" were the requisites to make a city foot-policeman, and today the policeman is an educated, well-trained gentleman. But he still has to live down that old reputation, which he is doing with speed and ability-let's give him a hand.
It is with these thoughts in mind that the program for the Seminars in Homicide Investigation at the Harvard Medical School have been developed. It is regrettable that there are but two of them held each year. The students are given practical and usable advice on what to do and how to do it, and why, when they first receive the order to investigate a case at a certain place; they are taught new methods of making an identification, even when a body has been badly mutilated or has reached an advanced stage of decomposition; they are given new as well as old ways of determining the probable time at which death occurred, and they are trained in many special techniques governing the peculiarities.of deaths due to certain specific causes-fire, hit-andrun accidents, drowning, and many others. All of this teaching is in-tended to give the police officer more knowledge and therefore greater security in his work, to build up his efficiency and his morale to the end that he may rightly command the trust and respect of the community.
It is the earnest hope of the writer that these courses may soon be made available to the doctors and lawyers, as well as to the law enforcement officers, to the end that the techniques of the administration of justice may be improved and made more easily and readily available for use. The Seminars in Legal Medicine at the Harvard Medical School should not be for the police officer alone, but should be shared alike with the doctor and the lawyer.
Technical skill, scientific knowledge, and professional training, however, are not all there is to Legal Medicine. There is something elsesomething hard to define-which must accompany them. "The application of medical knowledge and skill to the uses and purposes of the law" is not the whole story. It is far more than that. It is an unremitting quest for facts; it is a constant and continuous search for truth in the interests of science and justice, to expose the guilty, to clear the innocent. It is a dedication of its own peculiar wisdom and experience to the service of mankind.
